camino bubbles

in hedgehog fibres sock yarn
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This pdf is to be read in conjunction with the Camino
Bubbles pattern, which is available for purchase here.
Knit on 3.5mm/US4 needles with one skein,
400m/437yds of Hedgehog Fibres sock yarn Pod
colorway, and five Sock Minis, each 80m/87yds:
Guppy, Oracle, Sorry Not Sorry, Anime, and Sin.
I used approximately 180g/720m/790yds, so there are
some leftovers.
Gauge: approximately 18 stitches and 25 rows =
4ins/10cm in stocking stitch
Finished dimensions:
approximately 160cm/62ins by 53cm/21ins
Notes
This project uses the small bubbles version of the
pattern - please read the notes and instructions for this
version in the pattern pdf.
Instructions
CO113 with Pod, and work the ribbing.
Continuing with Pod, work rows 1 - 6 of chart A or
section A of the written pattern.
Change to Guppy for rows 7 - 18 of chart A/section A
Work rows 1 - 12 of chart B/section B with Pod
Work rows 13 - 24 of chart B/section B with Oracle
Repeat all rows of chart B/section B, changing colors
every twelve rows. I spliced yarn ends at color changes,
see phototutorial on page 4.
You can use the color distribution as shown on the next
page, or create your own color distribution.
In one twelve row section I spliced three colorways
together (marked “F,B,C” on the color distribution
image).
To finish, work chart C/section C in Pod, and work the
ribbing and BO in Pod. Block with straight long sides
and short sides pinned into points.

splicing yarn ends

1. feather the yarn ends:
unwind the plies, break
them at different points,
about 1 inch/2cm apart,
and tease out the fibres

5.
pull
yarn A
back out
of yarn B
leaving the
feathered
end of
yarn A
between
plies of
yarn B

2. thread yarn A
onto needle

6.
piercing
yarn B with
the needle tip,
insert the
needle
into yarn A
between
the 2 plies,
as close as
possible to
the point
where
yarn A
went into
yarn B

3. insert the
needle
into yarn B
between
the 2 plies,
near the start
of the
feathering

4. pull
needle
and yarn A
through
yarn B

8. pull the
needle and
yarn B through
yarn A and
remove the
needle
7. thread the
feathered end
of yarn B
onto the
needle

tug to ensure
the join
is good!
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knit/lab
Thank you for your purchase from knit/lab!
For more knit/lab charts visit www.kieranfoley.com

knit/lab help

For help with symbols and techniques used visit
www.kieranfoley.com/knit_lab_help.html

copyright & terms of use

All knit/lab patterns, including free patterns, are licensed solely for your personal and non-commercial use and may not be shared with anyone else.
You are not permitted to produce items created from these patterns for commercial purposes or for sale, without prior written permission from knit/lab.
For the full Terms and Conditions of Use, please visit
www.kieranfoley.com/knit_lab_conditions_of_use.html
or click here to download a copy.
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